Abstract— This paper concerns open education (OER) resources, and more specifically the process of publishing OER material to make it easier to find on the web. The overarching goals are to improve the creation and discovery of OER material for workplace learning as well as strive towards UNESCO’s Sustainable Development Goal 4, which aims to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. As we see it, there are two key challenges. The first challenge regards the content creation and curation side; i.e. the process of making OER material available to the general public, how to maintain the resource and how to get feedback on it. The second challenge regards discovery i.e. for OER consumers to easily find OER material and discern its usefulness in their specific learning context.

We are in the process of developing a web based system that aids content creators in publishing and maintaining their OER material. The system helps the content creator by generating semantic metadata about the resource based on the Dublin Core system and creates a package of the material itself along with said metadata in a search engine optimized HTML5 file, ready for publishing on a web server or a video streaming site like YouTube, or other media sharing sites.

This approach primarily utilizes common search engines to find the material, thus making the OER material decentralized and not necessarily specific to a specific OER repository. The metadata created by the system does, however, enable developers to create systems specialized in collecting and aggregating OER material, further enhancing the capability of the decentralized ecosystem of OER resources to be used by learning management systems. The key contribution is a suggestion as to how to automatically generate and use an OERID so that all resources can be discovered, curated, and reused.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term OER was first coined at the UNESCO forum in 2002 to refer to the need for a universal educational resource available for all of humanity [1]. Since the inception of this concept, the term OER has come to mean a resource for “teaching, learning and research materials in any medium that reside in the public domain and have been released under an open license that permits access, use, repurposing, reuse, and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions” [2]. This definition provides the key ingredients of OER, which are that they are for learning and teaching, open and reusable and exist in a variety of mediums. Over the last fifteen years, a variety of private, public and open stakeholders have initiated numerous OER initiatives in the form of portals, databases and repositories [3].

The growth and use of discrete OER repositories has created several problems. Many overlapping and competing standards and educational metadata schemas have been used and proposed over time, including IEEE LTSC LOM (http://ltsc.ieee.org/wg12/par1484-12-1.html) (Learning Object Metadata), one of the widest adopted, IMS (www.imsglobal.org/metadata/), Ariadne. ISO/IEC MLR - ISO 19788 (www.iso.org/iso/), Metadata for Learning Resources (MLR) and Dublin Core [4]. Furthermore, the web consists of a multitude of platforms that are accessed from a variety of devices and several metadata schemas are used by OER repositories and these repositories offer very heterogeneous datasets, differing with respect to schema, exploited vocabularies, and interface mechanisms [4].

The need to address the issues of heterogeneous standards and schemas is well-known and “accessibility is absolutely vital for a project to produce truly ‘open’ educational resources” [5]. Previous research presents a few specific issues with OER. Four major challenges for OER according to [4] are integrating distributed data from heterogeneous educational repositories, dealing with continuous change, how to structure texts and evolve taxonomies, and how to compile metadata to facilitate web discovery at scale. According to [6] another current issue with OER is that there is no mobile distribution platform. [7] further mentions the size of the search pool and the ability to filter by resource properties as issues that must be addressed by OER search tools. Finally, [4] point out that web searches of educational resources face a heterogeneous landscape and individual repositories and metadata stores largely use XML and relational databases.

OER is used in several different contexts. One such context is the area of Work-Integrated Learning (WIL). [8] propose how the OER movement can become a key foundation for curating WIL practices which are mindful of disciplinary heritage, local institutional contexts and fostering a capability approach. “The notion of curating work-integrated learning via the OER movement is proposed as a way of not just preserving the past, but also as a way of innovating present and future practices as well” [8].

II. BACKGROUND AND OER RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Some previous research focuses on the use of different metadata systems to tag OER and addresses issues of
discovery and curation. The LOM-based search approach is an opportunity for teachers and students to teach and learn together in a collaborative learning environment. The selected fields from the LOM standard enable access to educational resources in different web-based search systems in a formal and effective manner [9]. Linked Data technologies enable the development of the next generation of OER, allowing the separation of semantics from syntax, the improvement of discoverability and access, and the use of common vocabularies, and additionally, the proposed architecture provides an opportunity to merge data distributed across different libraries [10]. The CROERA (Cross-Repository Educational Resource Aggregation) system is an aggregator of educational resource repositories that enables access to resources independently of the taxonomy utilized to classify the content in each repository. This enables users accustomed to the descriptions and classification strategy of a particular repository to discover resources in other repositories without needing to switch to another taxonomy or classification scheme. This platform was designed to integrate any existing repository [11].

While the metadata schemes evolve, issues have been raised as to the quality of the metadata as entered by users (see for example [12], [13]. [13] also note that this is an issue that has remained true for an extended time, citing previous research findings reporting that only a fraction of the available fields from various metadata schemes was used to identify and describe an OER.

[5] found that search engine optimization (SEO), meshing existing OER resources with social web functions and recommendation systems are key avenues to explore for OER discovery. An “appropriately OER” must be understood as a document that at least allows re-purposers to modify contents on both the legal (license) and the technical (format) level [14]. [14] also propose that the possibility to change an OER resource should be mandatory in the metadata, that an OER object comes in both the original, unchangeable format and a reusable format and that all repurposed resources are made public to ensure continuity. Regarding perceptions and attitudes towards OER, [15] found that key areas to address were the need for more information and a need for central repositories that are easily discoverable. Concerning mobile authoring tools for OER creation, [16] presented and tested a mobile application MAAIMS (Mobile Authentic Authoring in IMS) that enabled content creation that was shareable via a repository and reusable in multiple contexts. Finally, [17] concluded that web 2.0 tools improve OER searches by using their semantic meaning. The social and semantic components of the OER production cycle reduces the time needed for development of resources, and including social and semantic components in OER production is without a doubt an opportunity to take advantage of the benefits of web-related trends that provide pertinence, relevance and meaning to the resources.

A. Creation, Curation and Discovery

The complexity of the issues for the dissemination and adoption of OER can be reduced to three key issues: creation, curation and discovery. In an OER context, creation is the process of creating, tagging, licensing, packaging and sharing an OER object, curation is the process of managing, reusing and adapting an OER resource, and discovery is the process of easily finding an appropriate OER object. [6] describes that there is a lack of curation in the digital content ecosystem. [7] explains that publishers as well as educators consider discovery as a barrier to OER adoption. The same conclusion is presented by [18], listing “No comprehensive catalog” and “Too hard to find what I need” as the two top reasons deterring educators from the use of OER. Furthermore, [7] states that the three key ingredients for an OER discovery tool are curation, indexing and metadata exchange.

One common solution to address OER creation, curation and discovery is to use search engines in combination with existing tools and technologies. The single most important function for metadata is to facilitate resource discovery which in a practical OER context means facilitating a web search [5]. As [19] explain, the use of search engines as a primary tool for discovering academic content should be discussed and addressed, when considering how to increase access to OER. An improved OER search tool should not require the adoption of specific technologies and should leverage the behavior of users, as well as help them refine and filter searches based on metadata as provided by the creator or a curator [7]. Further, a OER discovery tool should provide results that are relevant, usable and from multiple sources [7]. [20] proposes hosting OER in at least two locations to overcome the vulnerability of discrete web repositories, and by using SEO techniques and social media channels, OER can quickly become widely dispersed and discoverable. The ultimate aim is to unify the fragmented landscape for OER on the web [4], [21].

III. RESEARCH AIM

The first challenge regards creation and curation; i.e. the process of making OER material available to the general public and maintaining the resource. The second challenge is discovery; i.e. allow OER consumers to easily find OER material and discern its usefulness in a specific learning context. The aim of this research is to address creation, curation and discovery issues with OER by proposing a simple online tool that automates the process of creating OER objects.

The following sections describe the online tool as a proof of concept to address these longstanding issues with OER.

IV. RESULTS

Much in line with [20], [4] and [21], we propose an OER tool to address the identified issues of creation, curation and discovery by aiding content creators to automatically tag their OER resources relevantly and allowing the creators to host their OER resources on web hosting services or social media services. Research and suggestions from e.g. [5], [19] and [7] support the idea of sharing an OER resource on existing, open platforms that are easily accessible through search engines and not just specific OER repositories. In order to do so, we suggest an automatically generated OERID as a unique identifier for all OER objects. This OERID can then be used to track curation and simplify the discovery process. The focus on and use of an automatically generated unique OERID further addresses the problem with curation. The OERID will allow for any OER object to be tracked, repurposed and reused throughout the life of the resource and any changes can be logged and tracked as well. Finally, the combination of simplified, automated creation, tagging and publishing of a resource with an OERID directly addresses the three issues of creation, curation, and discovery. Table 1 summarizes
how the proposed prototype addresses the aforementioned issues.

A. Prototype description

The prototype presented here is a “proof of concept”, developed with the aim of utilizing it as a tool for discovering the feasibility of addressing the aforementioned issues of creation, curation and discovery of OERs using contemporary web technologies. Key considerations for developing the prototype were thus to simplify the process of tagging the OER for the content creator and create metadata about the object in order to aid in the process of publishing a findable, well described OER resource.

Using standard web components, the prototype is driven on the backend by Node.js together with several open source JavaScript components allowing for the extraction of metadata about the OER object to automate the tagging process as much as possible. A few open web technologies are used on the frontend, predominantly Angular.js providing the user interface and JavaScript components allowing for the upload of files.

B. Describing the OER

To mark up the OER material, the content creator has to fill in a number of metadata fields describing the material. As previously stated, several metadata schemes for marking up the OER metadata exists, using more or less extensive and exhaustive sets of fields for the author to fill in. Although extensive, previous research has reported that the quality of the metadata on existing OERs within repositories is low, suggesting that there is a need to aid the content creator as much as possible in the process of describing the material.

Logging in using the content creator’s email address, the user is presented with the opportunity to upload the OER material (see Fig. 1). The upload feature is mainly used to extract the metadata from the material. At present, the prototype supports the most common image types, video files (in the form of mp4) and documents in the form of PDFs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OER ISSUES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issue</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Creation | Simplify and streamline creation and tagging process  
Automatically generate a unique OERID  
Allow for publication of the resource on open, social platforms |
| Curation | The use of a unique OERID allows for a resource to be tracked and thus curated, when reused or repurposed |
| Discovery | By using a unique OERID and open platforms accessible from common search engines, resources are easier to discover and link to |

Figure 1. The OERID user interface

After the file has been uploaded, the user can fill in the fields from the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set standard [22]. Depending on the amount of metadata that has been extracted from the file at upload, some of the fields are prefilled. The user can adjust these fields in case they are inaccurate. Table 2 outlines the fields according to the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, and demarks fields that can a) be automatically filled in, or b) be suggested by extracting data from the web server, the user’s browser or the resource’s metadata. Further, the prototype can be personalized in such way that the user can add common contributors, coverage, publisher, and subject to be reused.
### TABLE II.
**OER Issues and Proposed Solutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>Automated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributor</td>
<td>Name of person contribution to the resource</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Names of places and dates the resource covers</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Name of the creator of the resource</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>A date of the resource</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>A text describing the resource</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>The file format or distribution form. Could also be dimensions of an image or duration of a video.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifier</td>
<td>A unique reference to the resource</td>
<td>Yes (OERID)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>The language associated with the resource</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Name of organization or person publishing the resource</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation</td>
<td>ID of a related resource, could be an OERID</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Property rights associated with the resource</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Identity of a resource from which this resource is derived, could be an OERID</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>The overarching topic of the resource using keywords</td>
<td>Suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>The formal name of the resource</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Type of resource, such as “image” or “text”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An OERID is automatically generated for the file, tying together the user with a particular OER resource. The unique OERID is an alphanumeric string generated by the application as a MD5 hash using the user’s e-mail address, the filename and file size of the resource, the type of the resource, together with a timestamp from the server at the time of upload. Finally, the alphanumeric string is prepended with the string “OERID”. As such, the OERID can be used to validate the origin of the material. In extension, the OERID can also be used as a resource identifier by other services such as specialized OER search engines as well as for example curation and validation services.

### C. Distribution of the OER

When the necessary fields are completed, the user submits the form. The system then generates a package of files for the user to download. The package contains an HTML5 document using semantic tags containing the metadata of the OER, as well as a link to the OER object itself. Creating a semantic HTML5 document helps with the SEO as well as the presentation of the resource itself. Using the files in the package, the content creator is able to distribute the material to a web location of their choice. In the case that the OER is a video, the content creator can further use any video sharing service such as YouTube or Vimeo, and provide the unique OERID in the description.

### D. Curation of OER

Using the OERID, collections of open educational resources can be curated by web services. Utilizing the OERID both as an identifier of a resource as well as using it as an identifier of a related resource and a resource from which it is a derivative of, one can track a single OER and how it relates to other OERs.

### V. DISCUSSION

This paper has explored current issues relating to the use of OER, and identified three areas of interest: the creation, curation and discovery of OER material. A key discussion question is how to alleviate these issues. As [20] states “We will need to consider whether we wish to continue tracking the fate of our content, or whether those involved in global open education will have to accept that OER will fledge and leave their project nests as part of the natural cycle of events.” Our proposed prototype eases creation and uses a unique OERID that offers a solution for curation and discovery. The prototype encourages OER content creators to share their OER resources on a variety of platforms, thus freeing the material from closed repositories. However, our suggested solution still allows for creators to track and make the material easily accessible from a general search engine by using an OERID together with a semantic HTML5 format. We view this solution as the best of both worlds, i.e. OER material can be shared anywhere and easily found without losing the ability to track and curate the material.

Another issue of discussion is the use of OER resources in different contexts. There are several contexts such as e.g. work-integrated learning, lifelong learning (non-formal education), formal education and open education for fulfilling UNESCO’s SDG goals, where research highlights the need for better utilization of OER resources and the possible benefits of increased OER use. Our proposed prototype has the potential to make headway in these contexts by increasing the discoverability and availability of OER resources. Furthermore, the ability to track, curate and repurpose OER resources using the OERID can allow for the development of informal communities in these contexts that can lead to increased quantity and quality of OER resources.

The concept of using a unique ID, the proposed OERID, for tracking all OER resources has both advantages, disadvantages and technical issues. A key advantage of the OERID is that it provides a way to uniquely identify and track an OER resource for the life of the resource. This is advantageous as it provides improved discoverability and curation. Another advantage is that the ability to track changes to an original resource provides transparency to any changes and repurposing. We also see the possibility for content creators to trace an OER to see where and in which contexts a specific resource they create is being used. This can also be used as a validation tool for teachers and educators looking for OER material, seeing where and by whom a resource has previously been used.

However, a possible disadvantage of the OERID is that it can decrease anonymity of a resource that can be desirable in certain contexts. Furthermore, there are some technical issues regarding format and “uniqueness” of the...
OERID. Our prototype is a proof of concept and the algorithm used to create the OERID should be analyzed and discussed in more detail. We deem our proposed algorithm that automatically generates the OERID to be unique enough, but will it scale if use increases drastically? Would it be better to strictly create the OERID from exif data from a resource and randomly generated string without requiring user data (email in our algorithm)?

While the prototype automates certain aspects of describing an OER according to the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set standard [22], the results vary depending on the type and format of the resource. As the automation of describing the OER lowers, we expect that the quality of metadata follows the same pattern. One can argue that since the idea of this project is to allow for OERs to be publicly available on standard web services and trackable by the OERID, it could provide a breeding ground for applications and services further aiding the creation, curation and discoverability of OERs. One such application could be what [12] term collaborative metadata creation, where the content creators can gain assistance from metadata specialists as well as users in the OER community in improving the metadata quality.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of this paper has been to explore how, by the use of technology, we can alleviate the hurdles of creating, curating and discovering OER material. The prototype developed aids the content creator in the creation stage by automating the process of filling in the fields from the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set standard [22]. Further, it creates a unique identifier for each OER resource, dubbed the OERID, assisting content owners in the curation of the resource they have provided the OER community. When it comes to the discovery stage, the application creates a standardized HTML5 file that accompanies the OER resource. Utilizing semantic tagging of the provided DCME fields helps search providers such as Google and Bing to find and rank the OER material. The OERID can also be used in the description field of video streaming sites such as YouTube or Vimeo to identify the resource.
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